Monitoring of radiotherapy-induced morphonuclear modifications in the MXT mouse mammary carcinoma by means of digital cell image analysis.
The present work deals with the characterization of the morphological changes induced by ionizing radiation on MXT mouse mammary cancer cell nuclei. The monitoring of the radiotherapy-induced morphonuclear modifications was carried out by means of digital cell image analysis, which made it possible to compute morphometric (nuclear area), densitometric (nuclear DNA content) and textural (chromatin pattern characteristics) parameters assessed on Feulgen-stained nuclei. The biological material was obtained from serial fine needle-aspirations performed on control tumors and 2Gy and 8Gy irradiated tumors. Digital cell image analyses were assessed at the 7th, 18th, and 28th days-post irradiation. We showed that radiotherapy induced specific morphonuclear modifications that appeared in a dose-dependent and time-dependent manner. The 2Gy and 8Gy radiotherapy doses led to an increase in the mean nuclear area value, this feature being observed at both the 1st and the 4th week post-irradiation. The resultant effect on the chromatin pattern characteristics corresponded to a decrease in overall condensation level as compared to the control cell nuclei. Finally, the mean nuclear DNA content increased at the 1st week post-irradiation, but decreased at the 4th week post-irradiation as compared to the MXT control tumor. Computerized cell image analysis, therefore, appears to be a useful tool in helping to monitor the radiotherapy-induced effects that occur in neoplastic cell nuclei and which can be observed by means of optical microscopy.